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24 a b c d

25 a b c d
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PART A

o Find the correct answer and mark it on the answer sheet on the top page.
r A right answer gets 1 mark and a wrong answer gets -0.33 mark.

7. Xr,...,Xn are i.i.d random variables with absolutely continuous distribution

function F(r;0), then - llogF(X1;d) has
i,=L

(a) Normal distribution.

(b) Beta distribution

(c) Gamma distribution.

(d) Weibull distribution.

2. Let a be an observation from Bernoulli random variable taking values 0 and
l with probabilities d and 1- d respectively. lf g e [],t], ttre ML estimate of
dis

(^) i.
(b) r+2.
| ^\ r.+2\(,, ---.
(d) #

3. Let Xr, ..., Xnbe a random sample from the Bernoulli distribution as described
in Question 2, an unbiased estimator for d2 is

b)m
(D#.
r ^t X+nX2tLt 

-.

n-l

@)#
4. Let ? be Binomial random variable with parameters n and d, altT)(;-t]

for each r : 0, L,...,fl are equal to

(a) n(n - 7)e'G - 0)"-' , r : 0, I, ...,fr.

(b) nd'(1 - 0)n-', r : 0, I,...,fl.
(c) (i)a'(t - 0)n-', r : o, r,...,n.

(d) ?B'(1 - 0)n-', r : 0, 7,...,n.
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5. Let X1, X2be arandom sample from the.^f(9.1) population, define Q(Xr):

E[XlXl, then V(r/(X1) is

(u) t
(b) i
(.) i
(d) 3.

Let X1,...,Xn be a random sample from adistribution whose parameter d is
greater than -1 and pdf

6.

r(,;o): { 
tt +:)ro 

"lni,i"i"t
Then MLE of I is

(u)

(b)

(.)

(d)

-lnQoslll, x,)-' + r].
n -J-1

Di=rlogX; I r'

1_ n- lirlosX;'

l"U"olll, x,)-' + rl.

7. Let X be a non-negative continuous random variable with finite mean p. Let
h(.) be the hazard rate of X, then

(a) E(h(x)): i.
(b) E(h(x)): t'.
(c) E(h(x)) > i
(d) E(h(x)) . i

S. {N(r),, > 0} is Poisson process with pa.rameter } and let Y1" be time till the
kth arrival, P(Yn > 2) is equal to

(u) "-'ff:J i
(b) "-'Di:r*'
(.) 

"-t-
(d) 

"-'-
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9. Consider the function f (*r,rz): x?+2r2r- 2rp2 - 2t2*2n1, o1,o2 € lR,

Iet I/(r1,22) denotes its Hessian, which of the following is correct?

(a) H(q,r2) positive definite and hence f (rt,rr) is convex.

(b) 11(11,12) positive definite but nothing can be said about the convexity

of the function.

(c) "FI(21, u2) indefinite.

(d) 11(21,12) negative definite.

X - Poisson(2) ,Y - Po'isson(3) and are independent' If X +Y: 10, the
variance of X is

/^\ 12
tdt :.

J

(b) g

(") *.
(d) zq

X and Y are two random variables where P(X > Y) : !, then which of the
following is correct?

(a) E(x) >- E(Y).

(b) E(x) > E(Y).

(c) E(x) < E(Y).

(d) Nothing definite can be said.

For a random variable X with parameter 0, if the functions I(.) and U(.)
satisfy PeQ6) < 0):I-ot and Ps(L(X) < 0 <U(X)) - 1-o1-02 and

L(r) 3 U(r) for all z then Pe (U(X) ) 0) is

(a) 1 - o2.

(b) "r'
@^P
(d) *rn,

In a randomized block design of 4 treatments and 3 blocks the degrees of
freedom of the residual sum of squares( Error sum of squares) is

(u) 3.

(b) 4

(.) 5'

(d) 6.

10.

1i.

t2.

r3.
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14. A population of 30 units is divided into three strata with 6, 12,12 units each.

The number of different ways in which a stratified random sample of 5 units
can be drawn in accordance to proportional allocation is

(a) 6'x7I2.
(b) 5x63x11.
(c) 20 x t22.

(d) 25 x 11 x 12.

15. For any Gauss Markov model (Y,,"t, Xgpt,o2I), with rank of X equal to p- 1

and n ) p, which of the following is correct?

(a) Every component of pprt is certainly estimable.

(b) Certainly no component of /pt is estimable.

(c) Every component of Fprr may be non estimable.

(d) Exactly one component of pp"r is estimable.

16. In a hypothesis testing problem, the p-value was 0.06, which of the following
is a correct decision?

(a) The null hypothesis should be rejected at 0.05 level of significance.

(b) The null hypothesis should be accepted at 0.05 level of significance.

(c) The nuil hypothesis should be accepted at 0.07 level of significance.

(d) None of the above.

17. Customers arrive in a super market in accordance with a homogeneous Poisson
process, if the expected number of arrivals in one hour is 20, the expected
length of time between the arrival times of the 6th and 7th customer is

(a) 3 minutes.

(b) 10 minutes.

(c) 5 minutes.

(d) 30 minutes.

18. X-.0{zo(0,>) whereX': (Xr, Xz,...,Xzo), therodiagonal elements of ! are

1 arrd the off tliagorial elernerrts urr ], then Y1 : I Xr and Yr:DaiX,i are

independently distributed if 
i-7 i-1

20

(") t ar: -20.
i:I
20

(b) t ar.:0.
i=L
20

(.) I ar: -7.
i:t

(d) such a Y2 cannot be determined.
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19. X is a random variable with probability distribution

P(X:+1) : P(X :-1): :\/2
its characteristic function is

(u) *.
(b) 

"nt.
(c) sint.

(d) cost.

20. Which of the following is always correct for any 5 x 5 real, skew-symmetric
matrix A?

(a) det A>0.
(b) detA>0.
(c) ,4 is singular.

(d) A is definite.

/n\
2I. Xi - U(-7,+1),i : I,2,. . . and areindepen dent. Limn-*P ( +"U,& t 0 )\ ,r;=r /

(a) is 0.

(b) i'i.
(c) is 1.

(d) does not exist.

22. Xi,,i:1,2,3,. .. are independently distributed with the following distributions

P(Xi: -1) : P(Xi:0) : P(X,t: +t) : i f or i, :1,8, b,. . .

P(Xi: -1) : P(Xi: +1) : i tor i:2,4,6,. . ,

fL

Let Y,: * I Xr. Then
i,:t

@) n -+ 1 almost surely.

(b) % ---+ 0 almost surelY,

(") Y" * 0 in probability but not almost surely.

(d) % --* 1 in probability but not almost surely.
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23. A fair die is rolled and then a fair coin is tossed as many times as the number

that shows up on the die, the expected number of heads is

(a) a.

(b) 3.

@)i
(d) i

24. The transition probability matrix of a Markov chain with state space ,9 :
{0, 1, 2} is

/o 1 o\
looll
\r o o)

Which of the following statements is not correct?

(a) This Markov chain is irreducible.

(b) This Markov chain has a stationary distribution.

(c) This Markov chain is recurrent.

(d) This Markov chain is aperiodic.

25. The rnultiple correlation coefficient between Y and Xr,Xz,X3 is 0.98, and
between Y and Xr,Xz is 0.91. The partial correlation coefficient between Y
and X3 after rernoviug the effects of X1 and X2 is in the interval

(a) (0.3,0.41.

(b) (0.5,0.71.

(c) (0.7,0.81

(d) (0.8,0.e1.
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PARI B

There are 1,5 questions in this part. Answer as many as you can.

The maximum you can score is 50. Marks are indicated against each question.

The answers should be written in the separate answer script provided to you.

An urn contains 10 balls of which X are red and the rest are white, where
X takes values 0,L,2,3 with probabilities I each. 3 balls were drawn without
replacement of which 2 were white and 1 was red, determine the probabilities
that 0, 1, 2,3 balls in the urn are red.

2. The conditional density function of X given y : y is

[5 marks]

r(ry1c,\ : [ (r+a)ra o< r < 1r\-tv/ [ 0 otherwise

and the marginal distribution of Y is U(-7,1), determine E(X). [  marks]

3. Candidates are allowed to appear for the civil service exams at most 4 times
with the condition that he cannot write the exam if he has cleared in any of
the earlier attempts. . For Ashok the probabilities of the clearing the exam in
the.first attempt is 0.3, in the second it is 0.5, in the third it is 0.6 and in the
fourth it is 0.8.

(a) Determine the probability of failing in the 7", 2nd, 3'd and the 4th at-
tempts.

(b) Expected number of attempts. i6 marks]

Let X and Y be independent standard normal random variables and let R
and O be the polar coordinates of the vector (X,Y). Show R2 and O are
independent with .R2 being exponential with mean 2 and O being uniformlv
distributed over (0,22r'). [5 marks]

A random variable Y is said to have Weibull distribution with parameter
a, P > 0 if its distribution function is given by

1.

4.

5.

6. Suppose that X1, ...,X, is a random sample from a distribution with pdf

-, \ f o g<o!'@): t r_ e-G\u i>o

Define X : (v.)P, what is the distribution of X? [4 marks]

f (r;o): {*\*' *r,1,i,3"
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where 0 > 0. Find the UMVUE of 0. using Rao-Blackwell-Lehmann-Scheffe
theorem. t4 marks]

7. {X^}T is a sequence of independent random variable with following distribu-
tion

P(X.- -1) -- P(X^: +1) :;i
and

Show that P(€. < z\
\o' - /

o2*: V(Xt + ... + X").

n.2-rP(X.-0):j"\ '. , nZ+I
---+ O(z) as n -+ oo, where Sn : Xt + ... + X, and

[6 marks]

8. Let XL,...,Xnbe a random sample from the N(0,0), I > 0 population. Give
an example of a Pivotal Quantity and use it to obtain a (1-a)100% confidence
interval of d. [5 marks]

9. Show that the Fisher information contained in a sample of size 4 from a Cauchy
distribution with location parameter 0 is 2. [3 marks]

10. X': (Xr, Xz,Xz,Xa) andX- l/(0,;(1+/)), where J is a4 x 4 matrixin
which every element is 1.

(a) comput. a ((f)lti;l : (,,)) ""a 
r (rf)lt;;l : t;l) [5 marks]

(b) Show that $(xi + x3 - Xrxz) - x2(r) [4 marks]

11. A population consists of l/ units Uy,...,UN. X and Y are two variables of
interest. Obtain an unbiased estimator for population covariance

N

frx - x) (Y-Y)
i=l

based on a srswor of size n. (Xn,Y) are values of (X, Y) respectively for
Ut, 'i : 7,2, ..., N. [5 marks]

12. The starting and current simplex tableaus of a given linear programming prob-
lem( minimization problem) are given below. Find the values of unknowns
arb, " ' ,1 [6 marks]

Starting Tableaux

1

F

z fr1 I2 fi3 I4 e5 RHS
1 a 1 -3 0 0 0

Ia 0 b c d 1 0 6
fr5 0 -1 2 e 0 I 1



z I1 I2 I3 I4 Xg RHS

1 0 -1 j k I -4

fr1 0 o
b

2 2q I
? 0 f

frg 0 h I -1
3

l
3 I 3

U-f!-
Current Tableaux

13. Consider the problem

minimize Drt
j=nt

subject to TI*t : 1

j:r
ri

(a) What are the KKT conditions for the problem?

(b) Using the KKT conditions. find an optimal solution to the problem.

[5 marks]

Let Xn be the size of a group that enters a restaurant at time TL, TL: I,2,...,
further X'.s are i.i.d random variables taking values I,2, . .. , d with probabil-
iiies j each. Now define a random variable Y, to be the size of the largest
group that entered the restaurant till time n.

(a) Show that the {Y",n: I,2,...} it a Markov chain and write down its
transition probability matrix.

(b) Classify the states into communicating classes and identify the recurrent
and transient classes.

(c) For each transient state j and for each recurrent state k compute /j,c.

[10 marks]

A sample of n units is selected from a population of N units without replace-
ment in the following way. The first selection is made with unequal probabili-
ties while the remaining n - 1 units are selected with equal probabilities. Let
the first draw selectiorr probabilities be Pt, Pz,. . . , Pn for the population units
Ut,Uz,. . . ,UN respectivelV. Define

6n: [ \ fr Y' is included in the samPle
- \ O otherwise

Find IIi( Probability that U,i is in the sample) and llal(Probability that Q and

14.

15.

Ui are in the sample) for each i, j:I,2,...,N. [6 marks]


